Abstract: This paper proposed a new generalization of family of Sarmanov type Continuous multivariate symmetric probability distributions. More specifically the authors visualize a new generalization
I. Introduction
The introduction of trigonometric distributions in the statistical literature is not unique; many authors studied the distribution before three decades.Trignometric functions are the age-old concepts and the application of these in mathematics and other fields are diverse. But the entrance and usage of trigonometric functions in distributions literature is little. Many authors studied and proposed new form of trigonometric distributions and let we see some of the pioneers. Norton [1975 Norton [ , 1978 proposed the arcsine law and later elaborately studied the moment properties of the distribution. Similarly Arnold et al [1980] also investigated some properties of the arcsine distribution and Tak'acs [1981] discussed the arcsine law proposed by the paul L'evy. On the other hand, Kemperman et al [1982] visualized the characterization of the arcsine distribution as an interesting property and Michealwoodroofe [1982] applied the arcsine law for the model selection purpose.Moreover,Kotz at al [1982] ,Cambanis et al [1983] ,Nadarajah et al [2006] were proposed the circular normal distributions,α-symmetric distributions,Beta-Trignometric distributions which includes the sin and arcsine distributions are special cases respectively.Finally,as per the recent review, Mardia [2008 Mardia [ ,2011 studied the Von-mises distribution and mixtures of multivariate sine distributions with reference to the applications to bio-informatics. From the above discussed reviews, it is clear; most of the authors proposed and studied the univariate sinearcsine trigonometric distributions, except some authors. This motivates the authors of this paper to propose a new form of multivariate generalization of arcsine distribution.The structure and the properties of the multivariate arcsine distribution is discussed in the next and subsequent sections. 
II.Sam-Solai's Multivariate symmetric arcsine Distribution
Theorem2.3: The Probability density function of Sam-Solai's Multivariate symmetric arcsine distribution of 1 X on 2 3 , , P X X X K is where i j
Proof: It is obtained from
The odd moments of Multivariate Conditional symmetric arcsine distribution are zero and the even order moments are given as
From (6) and if n=1, 2, 3, then the higher order conditional even moments of the distribution are , , , q X X X X K conditionally depends on the k variables 1 2 3 , , , 
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V.Conclusion
The multivariate generalization of Sam-Solai's multivariate symmetric arcsine distribution of kind-1 is having some interesting features. At first, the marginal uni-variate distributions of the Sam-Solai's Multivariate symmetric arcsine distributions are univariate symmetric arcsine distributions. Secondly, the Correlation coefficient of the proposed distribution are similar to Pearson's correlation Co-efficient. The Conditional variance of Sam-Solai's Multivariate Conditional symmetric arcsine distribution is heteroscedastic in nature and this feature is a unique for the proposed distribution. Thus the generalization of sarmonav family of symmetric multivariate distribution open the way for logical extension of the generalization of symmetric family of all univariate continuous probability distributions. Finally, the Multidimensional Jacobian transformation of Multivariate arcsine variables which leads us to generalize the Sam-solai's Multivariate symmetric log arcsine distribution and Multivariate symmetric Inverse arcsine distribution.
